GRANTS
Pre- and Post-Award Management in One System
Save time and improve effectiveness by gaining visibility
into funding portfolios
GRM (Grant and Research Management) is our research
administration and grant management software module
is ideally suited for universities, colleges, individual
departments, and other research centers with modest
funding.

FEATURE

BENEFIT

Dashboard that provides graphic
visualization of active and pending
grants.

Quickly monitor active and pending
grant funding, performance
matrices, and upcoming reporting
deadlines.

Automated emails that notify
appropriate personnel of upcoming
and past due deadlines.

Reduce missed deadlines. Improve
project management capabilities
with an automated notification
system.

Manage and associate publications
to awards.

Track and understand which
publications have been grant funded
immediately.

• Quickly gain a more complete and accurate picture
of your funding portfolio

Key information organized for easy
review for single- and multi-year
grants.

Save time by getting important
information when needed.

• Monitor internal processes and maintain sponsor
compliance

Compliance and internal issues
tracking.

Reduce the worry. Receive
compliance notifications so issues
can be taken care of as soon as
possible.

World Class Support.

98% customer satisfaction.

It provides administrators and key personnel with access to
crucial information about their grants and research projects
for optimal day-to-day management and periodic review of
their funding portfolios.
Pre- and Post-Award Managment in One System

• Dashboards, filters, and powerful reporting engine
• A single grant management software system provides
both administrator and key personnel portals

GRM handles a wide range of funding mechanisms — from the
simplest awards to complex, multi-year program project grants —
and can be tailored to meet institution specific needs. Other key
features include:
• Predefined report formats for funding, other support,
and compliance managemen.
• Powerful user definable filters for locating subsets
of grant information and report creation
• Document management
• Sub-recipient monitoring
• Data access and edit capability controlled by
multi-tiered security system
Cayuse is dedicated to delivering and supporting user-friendly
solutions that simplify research administration so that the world’s
brightest minds can focus on discovery, not paperwork. We
are passionate about serving the research community through
mindful product creation, dedicated service and a commitment
to improving and enriching our world.
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case study
eHealth Africa meets grant objectives and improves
response rates from team members across multiple
countries.
Challenge

Result

eHealth Africa (eHA) is a global organization focused on
advancing public health in the most sensitive parts of the
globe. This multi-nation grant management team based
out of Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea, Germany,
and the United States coordinates and provides oversight
to projects performed in remote areas throughout Africa.
This challenging environment has created a unique set of
conditions necessitating an integrated system for tracking
grant management data, compliance requirements, deadlines,
and deliverables.

The automated reminders generated through the software have
been extremely helpful with meeting deadlines and generating
quick responses from team members charged with monitoring
time sensitive deliverables. This has increased efficiency and
enhanced relationships among team members.

Initially, the eHealth grant managers used Google Docs to
store spreadsheets and other documents for tracking grant
information. As the organization grew in size and complexity,
the need for a comprehensive grant management software
system quickly became apparent.

Solution
All agreed the product selected must be web-based and userfriendly to ensure information was accessible to everyone.
To meet these requirements, eHealth Africa selected and
implemented Cayuse Grant Management. Cayuse provides
a web-based system with a dashboard and user-friendly
interface with project data organized by tabs for frequently
accessed information in user-obvious data groups. It includes
document management functionality, an automated email
alert system that generates reminders to appropriate
personnel, and a comprehensive reporting system.

Before acquiring Cayuse Grant Management, eHA lacked a one
stop depository for documents, reports, and communication.
Now they can track proposal documents, identify who is involved
in the project, track objectives, and manage deliverables with this
centralized system.

About eHealth Africa (eHA)
eHA was founded in 2009 as a global organization with a mission
to “…build stronger health systems through the design and
implementation of data-driven solutions that respond to local
needs and provide underserved communities with tools to lead
healthier lives.” To fulfill their mission, eHealth developed external
partnerships and received numerous grants to fund efforts
for preventing Ebola, HIV, and Polio in addition to improving
Emergency Preparedness and Nutrition.

“Cayuse’s technology has allowed our entire team to become more organized. Improved
organization has been a factor in allowing us to prepare more proposals which has in turn
helped increase our funding. All of these factors contribute to the eHealth mission of better
serving humanity and helping underserved communities lead healthier lives.”
—Olakunle Ajayi (Ola), eHealth Africa Grants Officer
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